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Addendum One Directives
June 26, 2020

Directive One: Extension of Last Day for Questions.
The last day for questions is extended to 3 July 2020. The RFP due date remains
unchanged. Answers to questions submitted after June 25, 2020, will be provided
by 10 July 2020 in a following addendum.
Directive Two: Submission of electronic proposals.
Proposals may be electronically submitted to: VIPBS_RFP003@WTJX.ORG by
the 4:00PM AST, July 17, 2020 to comply with the submission deadline. Hard
copies of the proposal are still expected as per the RFP. Tracking numbers of the
mailed or shipped proposal hard copies must be provided with the electronic
submissions to confirm shipment.

Tanya Singh
CEO, VI Public Broadcasting System

VIRGIN ISLANDS PUBLIC BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Pre-Proposal Bid Meeting
Friday, June 19, 2020 at 10:00 AM
Al Cohen’s Mall
#19 Estate Thomas, 6H New Qtr., St. Thomas, 00801

Questions and Answers
Request for Proposals RFP 003-2020-STT
Architectural & Engineering Services for Design of New Main Office and Studio Facility
Q: Are there going to be any antennas on the site?
A: Yes.
Q: Will the antennas be like the one at Mountain Top, with microwaves?
A: No, it will be like the one at this building (Al Cohen’s). A short tower where a dish can be
mounted to communicate with the Mountain Top facility.
Q: Would you prefer the short tower be on the building or separate, off the building?
A: Separate.
Q: Is your content coming from the states or local?
A: We transmit local programs and national programs. The Haypiece site has a studio where we
produce original programming.
Q: Can you give a breakdown of the production area. It says around 3,000 sq. ft. but is this the
main studio?
A: We cannot address the production area at this time. We want a versatile area; however, it
must be contemplated in tandem with the size of the other spaces in the building.
Q: How many editors?
A: We have 4 television editors.
Q: Do you need separate editing studios or one big room where the four of the editors can work?
A: We are open to different ideas that would work in the industry to save space and provide for
efficiency.
Q: Would you also consider a small studio (for newscast or something similar)?
A: What I would like to see would be a space that is versatile.
Additional Clarification: Typically, high ceilings with insulated walls for the studio.
We have some standards that have been approved from FEMA, that will be sent out as well.
(Provided in Addendum One). Specifically, the radio portion (the radio studio) making sure the
television and radio studio, is specifically fiber connected. The server room, A/C floor vents. Etc.
In focus of the conference room, we would like to use for dual purposes. In addition to utilizing
the room for conferences, in an event of a disaster, the room would be versatile enough to change
into almost like an EOC.
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WTJX is the government’s only fully powered television and radio station. We are a
semiautonomous agency, at the end of the day we are still government, and we have assets that
benefits the government during times of emergency.
Q: Are you considering using solar power?
A: Yes. The Virgin Islands Department of Property and Procurement has funding to provide all
government agencies with solar panels for their roof.
Q: In regard to the conference room being built for dual purposes, will there be events held in
that room, will it be a gathering area or reception area as well?
A: We hold most of the events on the outside deck.
Q: For the production area, are you looking for the design team, to design the backdrops for the
shows?
A: No. You will be providing just a space with industry lighting that’s energy efficient.
Q: Someone else does the actual production set?
A: Yes.
Q: Going back to the EOC and the kind of role that WTJX plays after a disaster, does this
building qualify for mitigation money (hardening money) in addition to the PA funding? Will we
be able to see any worksheets for this?
A: The formulation is still in progress. We do anticipate that there will be mitigation money
available and it may be lumped in together with a fixed cost proposal, which is currently being
discussed with FEMA.
In the scope with A&E services, offerors should plan mitigation planning services should be
included in designing and detailing.
Q: Should that be a separate item in the cost of the general work? (Do we need to have the
components prepared its fee structure for mitigation?)
A: No because its separate funding, it would go in one pile.
Additional clarification: The present RFP is for A/E services and will include mitigation
recommendations in the development of the design.
The selected A&E firm will include, in their base fee, all the services required for the elements
that include any hardening for mitigation and during the construction/bidding phase, we might
ask the contractor to break that out of their construction cost but for A&E services, it should all
be in just one lump sum.
In case, anyone who has not previously worked on a FEMA project, typically a conceptual
design, with cost estimate is presented to FEMA, for development of the grant. The design may
also include mitigation. The design is reviewed and discussed with FEMA until there is an
agreement on the scope of work and cost. Currently, FEMA has a new program which they are
allowing an applicant to present a broad, conceptual scope of work and cost estimate for the
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complete project for consideration as a capped project. If an agreement is reached, FEMA
provides a capped grant for the complete project amount and allows the applicant to proceed
completely through construction with limited interaction with FEMA until the project is
completed. As of right now, we do not know which grant program PBS will participate as
discussions are still in progress. Your design services will include all the necessary work and
effort to assist VIPBS in development of their proposed designs and grant with FEMA.
In order to comply with FEMA grant, the International Building Code 2018 must be
incorporated, and mitigation must be incorporated, in order to comply with the grant. You could
also not have to cap it, if you design to that and you can’t come to a cap agreement.
Reworded to previous Question: Under the breakdown sheet for bidding, mitigation is an
additional service to other services because to harden a building, you have to do more than
normal. Is that fee going to be treated as an additional fee to the person who is successful or is
that fee suppose to be included in the fee structure by phase of service?
A: The project will comply with 2018 IBC code requirements included wind and seismic
hazards. Any future requirements of design relative to mitigation will be addressed at that time.

Q: Are you working with a defined budget or reimbursement of exact cost, in terms of structure?
A:.We are still discussing with FEMA if the grant funding will be a fixed budget or actual cost.
We are hopeful to have a final decision within the coming weeks. The fee structure should be
based on the information available in the RFP.
Q: Will the cost be determined by the design and what the client requires?
A: Yes.
Q: There is a requirement for a storage for 850 sq. ft., is that storage related to the studio or
general storage?
A: That room is for administrative storage such as, files and gifts that we provide to the public.
The space was a partial office.
Q: Do you have an anticipated date of when you would like to be in the building?
A: We want to get the design behind us as soon as possible.
Q: The proposal (RFP), is it a request for qualifications or are you asking for a fee as well?
A: We are asking for a fee to be presented in Enclosure Document J in the RFP.
Q: There is no construction budget yet?
A: Correct.
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Q: Is it ok for the bidders to do this based off assumptions in terms of square footage and typical
construction cost for the island? If so, do want us to breakdown those numbers and how do we
go about making sure our fees are competitive and fair if there is no construction budget?
A. Enclosure Document J asks for the level of effort build up by phase and consultant.
The RFP notes the work effort includes assisting VIPBS to develop their project proposal for
FEMA’s consideration.

HAYPIECE SITE VISIT:
Q: Will there be a survey done?
A: Yes. Boundary Survey and Topographic Survey will be done after the demolition is complete.
Q: Do you know who is going to do the survey?
A: Not yet.

Area shown: Studio
Q: How many square feet is the studio?
A: About 8,000.

Area shown: Garage
Q: Will the garage be part of the demolition?
A: We will be keeping the building but unsure if it will be a 428.
Q: Is the garage part of the scope of work?
A: The scope of work is for the entire site as identified in RFP.
Q: Should we include in our proposal, fixing the garage up to code?
A: Yes.
Q: This is the area for the mobile production unit?
A: Yes.
Area shown: Trailer
Q: What was the purpose of the trailer?
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A: Used as an office and storage.
Q: Is that now included in the new building?
A: Yes.
Area shown: Generator Room and outside bathroom
Q: Are there drawings?
A: CEO will give what she has. Provided in Addendum One
Area shown: Handicap lift
Additional information The building will be ADA compliant. It may be desirable to eliminate
the lift if the facility can be designed to be ADA compliant without it.
Area shown: Outside Deck
Q: How many gallons is the cistern?
A: Unknown
Q: Are there any issues with the studio regarding the airplane noise?
A: No.

Q: How many parking spots would you like?
A: TBA
Area shown: Second Floor.
Q: Main building by deck. Are those offices?
A: Yes. Entrance is the second floor.
Q: Main building, where is the Control Room?
A: Bottom Floor.
Area shown: Main Building walk through
Q: Will the broadcast equipment be integrated in as part of this project?
A: Yes, the selected A&E firm will be responsible for creating a detailed schedule of equipment
by manufacture and model as indicated in the RFP.
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Q: Regarding demolition, will the foundation be removed?
A: Yes. An IFB is under development for demolition of the building footprint down to
foundation but has not been finalized.
Q: How many employees?
A: The building had approximately 35 employees before the storm event.
Area shown: Access road to a building
Q: What was the purpose of the building?
A: Equipment was stored but was 20 years ago.
Q: Is there another access down the road?
A: No.
Q: Is the building still good structurally? Is that building going to be used?
A: No plans to use right now.
Q: Is there parking down there too?
A: No parking near the building.

Q: Do you want the fence to be included in the proposal?
A: The proposal should consider all work necessary for the project as listed in the RFP. The
fence was not identified in the RFP and should not be considered in the proposal.

Additional Information
Wind Loads
“The Government of the Virgin Islands has indicated that it intends to adopt the new wind speeds in
accordance with the “U.S. Virgin Islands Special Wind Region 2019” recently published by the Applied
Technical Council. These new wind speeds are based on post-hurricane field investigations by FEMA and
DPNR and are expected to be included in the next issue of the International Building Code.
The Haypiece Hill facility will require designers to apply a Basic Wind Speed (V) of 261 mph (in lieu of
existing design wind speeds) in accordance with 2018 IBC Section 1609 and ASCE 7-16 Chapter 26 as the
facility is considered to be in Risk Category IV.
The following online tool from ATC may guide Proposers:
https://hazards.atcouncil.org/#/wind?lat=18.330296038134307&lng=-64.95821356197358&address=
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